The Jesuits School, Spain
“It has been an excellent choice
for comfort underfoot, the reduction

Comfort and sound reduction
benefits for school

of noise and, above all, for its easy
installation. We saw the installation
was easier, less complicated and
faster.”
Gerard Bonveho,
School manager
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1. Altro Orchestra™
2. Altro Orchestra
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The Jesuits School, Spain
Comfort and sound reduction
benefits for school
Issue
“Altro Orchestra is highly

The Jesuits School was founded in 1968 in the Bellvitge neighborhood to
welcome immigrants who came to work in the factories of the industrial belt.
With 1,700 students, the school has built facilities to meet the challenges of
the next generation, with a building of 12,000 m2 and 7,000 m2 of courtyards.

recommended for classrooms
and hallways and it is also very
quick to install.”

The School needed a floor for a school environment that would meet regulation
and provide sound reduction and easy maintenance.

Gustavo Ortiz,
Commercial technician of TerraOrtiz,
Installer and contractor.

Approach
Gerard Bonvehí Ventura, manager of the school explains: “The fundamental
objectives of this refurbishment is the innovation of classrooms putting the
student at the centre of learning.”

Solution
Altro Orchestra was chosen to create an environment to promote concentration
with the benefits of comfort. It perfectly combines all these qualities ensuring
15dB sound reduction and maximum comfort for students and teachers.
Martina Pozzi, Architect of Exe. ARCHITECTURE for this project and professional
who understands the needs of the client, recommended the Altro Orchestra for
its wide range of colours, durability and acoustic comfort.
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Looks great with:
1. Altro Whiterock Satins™
2. Altro Fortis Titanium™
3. Altro Operetta

™
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For areas where comfort and sound reduction are important,
2.85mm Altro Orchestra has been engineered to create the ideal
environment to learn and live. With a palette of 40 colours and designs
varying from calming neutrals reflecting tones of nature, to vibrant shades,
Altro Orchestra allows you to create the right atmosphere every time.
Low residual indentation facilitates the flexible use of equipment and
furniture, including hospital beds. At the same time, the integrated impact
sound insulation system cuts impact sound by up to 15dB.
It offers comfort underfoot making life easier on the feet of students
and patients but particularly hard-working staff who spend countless
hours on the move.
It coordinates with Altro Operetta and Altro Serenade for a complete
look throughout.
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